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ABSTRACT 
For a very long time functional and object-oriented programming have been solving each other’s problems but one thing which 
both approve of and suggest has been code reuse and code economy. Sometimes with Structures and Classes or Functions and 
Macros etc. This paper throws light on yet another contemporary approach towards the same. There are often instances when 
in different streams of software development, be it UI/UX development, Server Side programming, Writing Services or Client 
Side Programming, there is Data, Objects, and Dependencies which need to be initialized prior to the beginning of the main 
processes, which is independent of the software’s runtime so handling all these runtime independent tasks in a functional 
manner among other runtime specific tasks makes the code significantly longer, complex and difficult to understand. 
Moreover, every time these runtime independent dependencies change, the whole code needs to be rebuilt. This paper presents a 
remedy to all these problems, that how the use of XML to put together configuration files and other static settings and logic can 
significantly shorten the code length, become easier to maintain and accelerate and automate parts of the Software 
Development Lifecycle in the longer run. 
Keywords:  UI/UX, Dependencies, Objects, XMl, Software Development Lifecycle… 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 
 

 Figure 1 Basic RESTful Service 
 
 

The coming sections will elaborate about how XML has helped an could be used further in the development and 
bootstrapping some of the main and essential technologies around which all of our internet works, and all the utility 
software which is used by our Personal Computers, be it Open Source Software, Android-based Mobile Clients, etc. The 
Server systems powering the whole internet, home to several of the services which enable us on a daily basis. Crucial 
software like this doesn’t give us many opportunities to redeploy given some operating parameters change. Especially 
when it involves taking down the whole service, rebuilding with the new operating parameters, and redeploying. The 
whole conventional process is highly inefficient, time-consuming, and incurs significant costs to the companies since 
the customer base for such services is huge. 
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1.1 Literature Review 

 
Model-based user interface development offers a solution that supports multi-platform development and promises to 
reduce developer's effort and time spent for Ul prototyping. [1] 
 
These tools have capabilities of Drag and Drop (DND) with tool box with controls which help developer to design 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) just with mouse click. But, none of these tools can generate complete working code 
with “Business Logic” (BL) embedded automatically in source code. In routine development process developer spends 
time to do the repeated task of coding for same events. [2] 
 
The conceptual modelling tools help the XML schema designers to design XML conceptual model, while the model 
transformation tools transform the conceptual model into XML Schema document. [3] 
 
The cost of the software development is high and there is a need to automate parts or all activities of the software 
development to reduce the development costs. In this work, the User Interface (UI) design is automated and UIs are 
generated for language-independent code from Unified Modelling Language (UML) diagrams. [4] 
 
GTK+ supports the separation of user interface layout from your business logic, by using UI descriptions in an XML 
format that can be parsed by the GtkBuilder class. [5] 
 
GtkWidget introduces “style properties” - these are basically object properties that are stored not on the object, but in 
the style object associated to the widget. Style properties are set in resource files. This mechanism is used for 
configuring such things as the location of the scrollbar arrows through the theme, giving theme authors more control 
over the look of applications without the need to write a theme engine in C.[18] 
 
The resulting prototype is generated from UML diagrams. The process of generating these UIs should help developers 
in producing a rapid prototype that can help analysts in their negotiation with customers.[4] 
 
User or programmer can specify his/her code with an easy-to understand, simple-to-write and unchangeable pseudo 
code specification. The system program checks errors, if any, in pseudo code and converts the pseudo code specification 
into actual code in C, Java, or any other language.[2] 

 
The approach involves the use of a XMLbased user interface description language, combined with extensible stylesheet 
language transformations for model-tomodel and model-to-code transformations.[1] 

 
The UI can be reused across multiple applications while preserving its consistency thereby allowing the development of 
the UI and the logic separately. A predominant software engineering concept is to decouple the UI from the application 
logic.[1] 
 
1.2 Existing System 
Before moving on to the solutions, it is necessary to analyze the design and approaches taken by the existing systems, 
so that it can be investigated properly, as in which parts of the existing system are not cost-effective and in-efficient. 
After this analysis is done the weaker parts of the system showing up in the analyses is replaced with modern XML 
based solution, which will save time and money wasted on redeployments and last-minute design changes. 
 

1.2.1  Server Side  
This includes webservers of all kind hosting user facing services and databases etc.  
 

1.2.1.1 Web-Servers  
As shown in Figure-1 most of the webservers responsible for handling dataflow between customers and corporations 
rely on the REST protocol, which involves exchanging state of objects between the server runtime and remote clients. 
While many objects need to be created as per requirement programmatically and eventually destroyed, but some objects 
like Servlet containers need to be created only once with a given configuration.  
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Classical implementations of REST servers construct these one-time objects in the traditional manner leading to more 
memory consumption and significantly increased redeploy time in case of configuration changes.  
 

1.2.1 .2 Databases  
As shown in Figure-1 all REST servers rely on a database service that can provide storage and retrieval facilities to the 
REST server. Traditionally the database connection and startup configurations are programmed into the source code. 
Instances of Database Migration are fairly common in Industry. This often means a change in database credentials, 
database schemas, database type, etc, which would also mean a change in the master codebase and hence a rebuild 
which is time-consuming and expensive. 
  

1.2.2  Client Side Software  
Traditionally the client-side software exchange data object definitions in the form of object descriptions such as arrays 
or other agreed-upon formats, sometimes this doesn’t allow the receiver to recognize the type of object received and 
map it in its runtime. 
 

1.2.3 Operating Systems and Utility Software  
Operating Systems have Utility software with complex user interfaces such has file-managers network-managers, 
security-dashboards, etc. Traditionally all the UI of utility software is built using functional code and generated 
programmatically due to which the UI generating code gets mixed up with the business logic of the software making 
the codebases complex to understand and hence difficult to modify. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Proposed Design 
Object-Oriented Programming suggests the Principal of “Separation of Concerns (SoC)” which says that each computer 
program should be divided into different sections, with each section addressing a different concern, and independent of 
one another. Thus, producing enough room for module upgrade. This can be achieved in different use-cases with 
different approaches. 
 

2.1.1 Server Side 
This includes the proposed solutions which ca resolve the inefficiency with server-side software.  
 

2.1.1.1 Web-Servers  
Inversion of Control (IoC): Spring Framework’s major merit lies in its ability to establish loose coupling and dynamic-
binding between objects at runtime which is achieved by Spring IoC Container which injects dependencies into objects 
during the runtime and makes them ready for use.  
There is said to be an object Dependency when their corresponding classes have a “contains” relationship (Figure-2). 
The objects built by the Spring IoC Container are called Beans. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Bean Dependency Graph 
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2.1.1.2 Databases 
All the database configuration and startup-settings could be stored in an XML file all that needs to be done is change 
the new credential and schema. These get consumed during the run time and everything runs like before, in case of 
server migration, no need of a long rebuild, essentially just plug n play.   
 

2.1.2 Client Side Software  
REST is a software architecture style that determines a set of constraints to be followed while creating web services. 
RESTful web services allow requesting clients to access and manipulate textual representations of resources(objects) 
using stateless operations. These stateless operations are GET, PUT, POST, DELETE, etc. All of these be it the 
Request or Response carry a textual representation of the object to be dealt with in the Request Body, or Response 
Body, respectively.  
 
There are many ways of representing objects textually among which, one happens to be XML. There are libraries in 
java like Jackson which can map objects on the JVM runtime to corresponding XML descriptions using property 
getters and setters. 
  

2.1.3 Operating Systems and Utility Software  
XML has also proven to be useful in UI/UX design where the user interface design descriptions are put in a file with a 
special extension (eg. ‘.ui’) this description is interpreted by a UI generating API during build or runtime and the user 
interface of the application is produced. The Approach is famous not just in Industrial Proprietary Software but also in 
open-source software. Being used in Open Source Software has other merits as well like it attracts more Open Source 
Contributions in the field of UI/UX since knowledge of programming is not mandatory anymore with this approach, 
it’s the measly parent-child relationships which the designer needs to understand. Figure 3 illustrates the hierarchy of 
containers used in the lay-outing of android apps. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Lay outing in Android: View Hierarchy 
 
2.2 Implementation 
This section shows how exactly the approaches proposed in the previous section have been implemented in different 
disciplines of software development. The implementation methods in different streams are significantly different but 
they all serve the common purpose of Separation of Concerns. 
 

2.2.1 Server Side  
Server-Side Software always needs to be written using a reliable framework and needs to be connected to a database 
using a database driver. Example of such software is Spring Framework and Hibernate. 
 

2.2.1.1 Spring Framework  
The Relationships among Beans can be described in a context-configuration file in XML format. During runtime, 
Spring IoC container uses these configurations to create Beans based on the described properties and Relationships 
between 
 
different Beans. Now These Objects Could be used by Server applications business logic to answer user requests. This 
approach saves significant time and memory since the Bean does not need reconstruction for each user request. 
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Given here is a sample XML description for the object hierarchy given in Figure 2 :  
 
<bean id="AccountDao" class=" AccountDao"></bean>  
 
<bean id="AccountService" class = " AccountService">  

<property name="accountDao "ref="AccountDao"> </property>  
</bean>  
 
<bean id="gson" class="Gson"></bean>  
 
<bean name="AccountRESTController" class="AccountRESTController">  

<property name="accountService" ref="AccountService"> </property>  
<property name="gson" ref="gson"></property>  

</bean> 
  

2.2.1.2 Hibernate  
Hibernate uses a MySQL JDBC driver to connect to the database. It allows all the database configuration settings to 
reside in a file called “hibernate.cfg.xml” in XML format. These are read during the runtime and connection is 
established to the appropriate database service. This configuration file eliminates the requirement of a rebuild, should 
the project use some other database tomorrow, only the configuration file needs to be changed.   
Given below is a sample description of hibernate.cfg.xml :  
 
<hibernate-configuration>  

<session-factory>  
<property name="hibernate.connection.driver_class">com.mysql.jdbc.D river </property>  
<property name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:mysql://localhost:33 06/HB</property>  
<property name="hibernate.connection.password"></property>  
<property name="hibernate.connection.username">root</property>  
<property name="hibernate.dialect">org.hibernate.dialect.MySQLDialect</property>  
<property name="hbm2ddl.auto">update</property>  
<property name="show_sql">true</property>  

</session-factory>  
</hibernate-configuration>  
 

2.2.2 Client-Side Software  
 

REST clients like postman used extensively in design and engineering of REST APIs are capable of sending XML 
formatted objects Request Body along with a content-type: XML header.  
Given here is a java class and XML description of an object belonging to the corresponding class:  
 
public class Customer {  

public String name;  
public String street;  
public String city;  
public String state;  
public Integer zip;  
public String phone;  

}  
 
<customer>  

<name>John Doe</name>  
<street>food palace</street>  
<city>Miami</city>  
<state>Foo</state>  
<zip>98059</zip>  
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<phone>226.799.7754</phone>  
</customer>  
 
 

2.2.3 Operating System Utility Software 
 This section demonstrates the implementation of the proposed design :  
 

2.2.3.1 Desktop Operating System  
While there are many propriety, polished and easy to use operating systems available in the market there has always 
been an open-source alternative, Linux, which is very popular among tech Enthusiasts and Software Development and 
Engineering Community. Linux could be used solely from the CLI but those interested can also opt-in for a GUI 
wherein the GUI is provided by a desktop environment that runs on the system. There are many desktop environments 
available like KDE, GNOME, XFCE, CINNAMON, etc. One among these is GNOME which advocates for an XML 
based approach for designing UI of its applications. The GNOME developer guide states that: 
 
GNOME uses the GTK+ Library for its desktop applications. Traditionally GTK+ library allows the construction of 
layouts and widgets using functional sequential code intertwined with business logic which makes it very cumbersome 
to modify the UI and therefore apply design improvements. On the other hand, if XML based UI definitions are used all 
that needs to be done for making changes to the UI is modifying the UI description. 
 
The XML description for the user interface is stored in a “.ui” file in XML format. This “.ui” can also be edited and 
composed in a GUI based application GNOME Glade which is a RAD (Rapid Application Development) tool to enable 
quick and easy development of user interfaces for the GTK+ toolkit. (Figure 4) 
  
 

 
 

Figure 4: Glade UI designer 
 
Given is a code snippet of how to use XML based UI descriptions and load it into c code to build a user interface: 
 
<object class="GtkBox" id="image_box">  

<property name="visible">True</property>  
<property name="can_focus">False</property>  
<property name="orientation">vertical</property>  

</object>  
 
 
GtkBuilder *image_box_builder;  
image_box_builder = gtk_builder_new_from_resource ("/path/to/xml/description/user-inteface-description.ui");  
GtkWidget *image_box;  
image_box = GTK_WIDGET (gtk_builder_get_object (basic_page_builder, "image_box")); 
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2.2.3.2 Android OS 
The idea of user-interfaces in Android OS revolves around the hierarchy of view group and view group objects. A view 
group is used to organize child views which can be view groups itself as well and contain other widgets used to 
construct different parts of the UI. 
 
The hierarchal description of the whole user interface resides in a file named, activity_main.xml in a manner similar to 
the one given below : 

 
<LinearLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"   

android:orientation="vertical"  
android:layout_width="match_parent"   
android:layout_height="match_parent">  

 
<Button android:id="@+id/buton1"  

android:layout_width="wrap_content"  
android:layout_height="wrap_content"  
android:text="Button" 
/> 

  
<RelativeLayout  
android:layout_width="match_parent"  
android:layout_height="match_parent">  

 
<EditText  
android:id="@+id/editTextName"  
android:layout_width="wrap_content"  
android:layout_height="wrap_content"  
android:hint="First Name"  
/> 

</RelativeLayout>  
</LinearLayout> 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Table 1: Tabulated outcomes for different XML use cases 

 
Software Paradigm  Problems Faced  Solution Proposed  Success of the Solution  

Web Servers  Single use objects 
generated multiple time  

Use of Spring (IoC) 
Container  

Decrease in memory usage.  

Databases  Runtime Configurations 
need to be compiled  

Use of Hibernate  Easy to redeploy with 
server migration  

Client Side Software  Inability to Map Objects  Use of XML representation 
along with Jackson library  

REST objects eaisly bind 
with runtime  

Operating Systems and 
Utility Software  

Complex codebases due to 
mixed business and UI 
logic.  

Use of XML for UI 
description and parsing 
API to generate UI.  

Partially replaces the old 
approach.  
Makes Codebases  
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Table-1 illustrates the results of how XML resolves some of the major issues in different kind of software, to what 
degree of success along with its proposed solutions. 
 
It comes to light that XML helps different kinds of software by boosting its performance metric in different stages of 
the Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC). It decreases memory consumption in web servers and makes 
redeployments and migration easy for database services, binding of REST objects improve with the java runtime in 
REST clients and significantly decreases the size and complexity of huge codebases. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The presented article provides a faster, efficient, and cost-saving (for proprietary software) method of using XML 
based approaches in the most major paradigms of software development for the consumer market. However, It is also 
noticed that an XML based approach hasn’t totally replaced the construction of Operating Systems and Utility 
Software. Nevertheless, these XML based approaches not only minimize time spent by the programmer writing 
redundant code but also makes it easier to spot and narrow down errors which are produced in the context of the XML 
configuration, thus making the process of debugging a significantly less difficult task. 
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